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PERFECT FIT
SUPERIOR
SOUND
COMPLETELY
REDESIGNED
FOR THE
PERFECT FIT
Every ear is different, but that does not mean your
ears should not be allowed to enjoy the superior
Widex sound. The new WIDEX CUSTOM™ provides
many new benefits, such as a reduced size, better fit,
customisable controls – as well as the wider sound
picture, superior noise reduction and automatic
sound handling that the powerful WIDEX UNIQUE™
technology offers.
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WIDEX CUSTOM offers customisable controls,
letting you choose a Program Button, Volume
Control or both. You also have the option to put
the controls on the right or left hearing aid – or
maybe one control on each hearing aid. The
choice is yours.

Connect to a world of sound. CUSTOM connects
to the extensive range of DEX assistive listening
devices through WidexLink™, a wireless
technology that is extremely fast and uses less
power, letting you stay connected all the time.

WIDEX CUSTOM features a completely
redesigned battery door that swings out to
open. This design contributes to CUSTOM’s
small size while enabling fast access and easy
battery changes.

DEX accessories allow for effortless
communication with audio equipment,
remote controls, television, and mobile or
landline phones.
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MUSIC

WIDEX CUSTOM continuously and automatically
detects your listening situation and makes sure
you hear the right sound at the right time in the
right place. That way you can focus on what you
are doing – instead of having to adjust your
hearing aids.

108 dB

Wear your CUSTOM hearing aids all day,
without thinking about them.
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WIDEX CUSTOM captures all the sounds you need,
from the highs to the lows, from the very loud to
the very quiet. No other hearing aid than Widex can
capture such a wide range of sounds. CUSTOM also
handles sound more precisely than other hearing
aids, ensuring that the sound you hear is natural.
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